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Specification:

Price:

Speaker Cables: $12
0.5 m is $900)
Interconnects: $8,90
is $450)
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For the last year plus I have had the privilege of reviewing and using the High Fidelity
Cable CT-1 and CT-1E Enhanced, and the CT-1U Ultimate Reference cable systems.
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Although in those reviews I gave the best technical explanation I could, they are for the
most part way beyond my understanding. Still, I will try to give a brief restatement of
how these cables work.
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Rick Schultz holds patents for a “Magnetically Enhanced Electrical Signal Conduction
Apparatus and Methods,” or what he calls “magnetic conduction.” In his cables there is
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both a magnetic as well as conductive paths for the signal. Rick says the magnetics make
the signal flow more easily. Both ends of the cables have different pole magnets, which
are part of the design. The conductor itself uses a proprietary, highly permeable alloy
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mostly known as “Mu metal”, and is integral to Rick’s patents. Most cables become
directional and a few even are directional to some degree from the start. The High
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Fidelity Cables are obviously very directional because of the way the magnets are used.
Let’s take a moment to look at how the High Fidelity Cables differ from one another. The
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original CT-1s are basically coaxial cables with a permeable carbon based conductor and
special connectors with many magnets in them in their patented design. The CT-1Es have
gold plated contacts, use a new alloy center pin that is higher in permeability, and a new
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Teflon dielectric. In the CT-1E speaker wires there are what Rick calls a “wave guide.”
The patented wave-guide is made of a series of extremely powerful magnetic plates with
specialized polarity that forces energy signal to the core of the conductor. The Es have
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six-inch wave guides.
The CT-1Us’ connectors have “rare earth” magnets and use an even stronger magnetic
center pin that is also pure nickel. Both Neutral Chem and Stabilant 22 are used in the
Ultimate connectors. The conductor material itself used in Enhanced and Ultimate
Transmission lines is of higher magnetic permeability. The CT-1Us use the “wave guides”
in both the speaker and interconnect cables. They are chrome tubes with black caps on
the ends with the cabling extended through them on the two top HFCs. The Ultimate
speaker cables have sixteen inch “wave-guides.”
I really didn’t think the CT-1U cables could be improved upon and I also thought it would
be difficult to consider spending more than these astronomically expensive cables
already cost. Still, I could not resist (I know, I need to learn to “just say no”) when Rick
ask me to review the new Ultimate Reference versions of these cables.
When I first unpacked the Ultimate Reference cables the first thing I noticed was how
much heavier they were than the Ultimate. On their website it simply says, “the Ultimate
Reference is our final cable with this current technology. It contains very rare and
expensive magnets that are an order of magnitude more powerful than those found in
the standard CT1U.” Rick says, “they use a new biology in them that really lowers the
noise while the much more powerful magnetic system delivers more information. The
new wave stabilizer system literally floats in an acoustic damping gel we
developed/discovered for audio. It is quite a breakthrough and I know of nothing quite
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like it. So we’ll be creating a trade name for this before your review but it is part of what
you’re hearing.”

Set Up and Installation
The High Fidelity Cables Ultimate Reference interconnects are heavy, and like all of the
HFCs the RCAs fit incredibly tight. So be careful when hooking them up and positioning
the cables that they do not put too much strain or weight on the pieces of equipment you
are hooking them up to. For example, the Soundsmith Strain Gauge preamp is fairly
light, so I had to be careful to place the cables so they did not pull the unit off the shelf.
This was not hard to do but I thought it should be mentioned.
As far as break in goes, these didn’t seem as difficult as with the Ultimates. I expect this
has to do with two things. First, I left them on the cable cooker for a few extra days, and
then there is the fact that my system had already adjusted to the heavy magnetism of the
CT-1U cables. If you’re not using a cable cooker (if your dealer has one ask him to cook
them a few days before sending them to you) and your system has not already had the
Ultimates in it then I suggest you go back and read my review of the CT-1Us. In that
review I talk a good bit about their break in.
(Page 1 of 3)
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7 Responses to High Fidelity Cables CT1UR Ultimate Reference Spea
Interconnect Cables Review
Greg p
February 11, 2014 at 5:36 pm PST

We should do a shoot out with the Skogrand!! Best, Greg

Reply

JACK ROBERTS

February 12, 2014 at 4:46 pm PST

Well that would be fun!

Reply
Bob
April 23, 2014 at 6:45 pm PST

I think it’s time for a shoot out between the High Fidelity cables and the Crystal Cable line. Fi
thin and silvery-white. If that isn’t enough, there’s another interesting phenomenon they sha
the HF wires go on at length how they are the best wires they’ve heard. Those who use the CC
the same thing; best wires ever! But I haven’t seen any direct comparisons between the two li
time.
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Zach
May 6, 2014 at 3:28 pm PST

Agreed, a comparison between the dreamline plus / absolute dream & CT-1UR would be very
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Thomas Smith
June 21, 2014 at 9:54 am PST

i would love to see an electrical explanation of this “technology”
and maybe some double blind testing with random people.

Reply

JACK ROBERTS

June 22, 2014 at 1:16 pm PST

Well, you can go to their website and get the patent numbers and look them up and read them
some testing done by a Canadian Company. You can look it all up, but it was way over my hea
found blind testing very helpful. I did blind testing years ago between Nordost Valhalla and A

the blind test I picked the Nordost over 75 percent of the time, but in long term listening test
Audience. In fact it was the very things that wowed me about the Valhalla in the blind test tha
found less musical over the long run.

Reply
Slick
February 17, 2015 at 1:57 pm PST

Everyone always says they have the best cables :).. People love to justify their purchase. Othe
with non-representative systems write down all kinds of opinions on forums when they are li
weak chain(s) in the system and/or room and not the cables at all…

I can only say that my friend who has the Absolare/ Rockport/ MSB diamond/ CEC TLX0 ref
(more or less the same which won all those best sound of the show) in an acoustically treated
shootout with the top of the line HFC, top of the line Skogrand, top of the line Echole. Each h
virtues but Echole Omnia came out on top. The Omnia line of Echole is something else.
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